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My Natal Day, or How a Big Bald Guy Gave Birth to this Death-Winged Sparrow 

 

by John MacKenzie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Night time in the city 

And all the street lamps lit 

Like clusters of stars condensing 

Around the centre of the galaxy 

Around the black hole at the centre 
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The black hole that spins everything dizzy 

I can feel its tides in my blood 

And tugging at my brain--- 

Trying to draw it out through 

The sutures of my skull. 

 

*** 

 I came in from out of town, riding the slow train of my thoughts from everywhere I'd been and left 

behind forever.  A big roll of money in one pocket, and in another the gun I'd picked up, a Sig Sauer 

Mosquito .22 weighing a solid 24 ounces, where it'd been buried with two clips, wrapped in oily rags in 

a coffee can, in the trees behind a rest stop an hour north of the border. A .22 calibre is perfect for my 

work, relatively quiet---but still sharp and loud enough that you know a gun's been fired---and not 

powerful enough to do much damage except close in, where I prefer to be---less chance of missing and 

less chance of hitting someone unintended. 

 

 I had a job to do and after it I'd carry on east, to see how painfully spring cracked into savage 

blossom on Canada's east coast and to walk through summer on beaches I'd never seen; at least until I 

needed money again. And maybe get some seafood down there, see what that's all about. Grew up in in 

the back woods of Wisconsin and all I know about clams is, they're ready when they open on their own. 

 

*** 

 I think there was a band playing salsa in the bar where I found my target, and a big bald guy 

shaking his ass to it and cackling with laughter as a group of his friends tried to keep up. Seems to me I 
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had to cross the dance floor to get to the guy I was there for, and as I was almost across Baldy bumped 

me accidentally and I fell across against my guy's table as I was pulling the .22. He saw me and the gun 

before my hand dropped over the table's far edge and he ran, dodging through the crowd and out onto 

the street. I knew I'd have trouble getting that close to him again. Pissed me off.  

 

 The bald guy put his hand on my shoulder, started to help me up, asking if I was okay. "It's the 

Birthday of the Dead, you know," he said. "Is that why you're wearing your skeleton outside your skin? 

You are, you're fucking inside out." 

 

 "Fuck do I care about birthdays?" I asked. "Don't even know my own. And I've always fucked 

from the outside in." 

 

 I left. My target was gone and I'd have to spend at least another night in the city tracking him down 

again. And I did feel fucked from the inside out. 

 

*** 

 I'm just a little guy, a real little guy, and real light-skinned---the pale skin's where the Scandinavian 

blood shows up, I guess---so drag ain't a problem for me at all, way I figured out to do most of my old 

business in fact. And I guess it'll work just as well in my new business, for which I was on my first job.  

 

 Not too many pay attention to, or are threatened by, a small woman in their vicinity, whatever 

manifestation she happens to take---though I generally find it best to be someone muted to the eye, 

unassuming. And when I break loose on 'em, they take too much time to adjust to what hit 'em and by 

that time I've got them down.  
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 That night I was in grey; plain loose grey jeans and a thin grey cardigan over a charcoal grey  top--

-nearly a ringer for one of Baldy's group. I was a little grey sparrow, death on the wing. 

 

 Can't claim the idea of doing the hit as a woman is my own---I read whenever I can (and I been 

places I had plenty time to read) and I stole that from some novel about a Minnesota cop named 

Chesterfield or Divan or maybe Davenport---something to do with furniture anyway---only in the book 

she was a real woman, more ways than one. 

 

 A woman carries a purse in a way that keeps it close to the hand. You can hide a lot of things in a 

purse, and the bigger the purse the bigger the weapon. I've hidden chains and nightsticks in them. Once 

even a cut-down Louisville slugger corked with lead shot and a coil of ridgeless flex hose loaded with 

ball bearings---you whip a thing like that around someone's ribcage a few times so the weighted end 

caresses the kidneys and pretty soon you're being begged to take them to the guy they owe  And no 

wonder, cash is easier to come by than kidneys. 

 

 That's what I used to do back home, collect and convince. Until I turned the wrong guy's kidneys 

into pie. I found him in the right place, he had the right hair, he was with the right girl ---well, she was 

the wrong girl, technically, as she was supposed to be the girl of the guy I thought he was. But he was 

the wrong guy, the dick-swinging, claim-jumping son of an associate of my boss. He begged like the 

right guy but he was the wrong one---and he was a wrong one. Anyway, it didn't kill him but it was 

what got me this job and a ticket north, out of sight. It was that or be put down on my knees in some 

drugstore parking lot to take two bullets in the back of my own head.  
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*** 

 I got off the train in Ottawa and headed for the bus station, where I dug the key that had been 

mailed to me out of my pocket and opened up the locker that matched the number on it. I took the bag 

that held the gun and money into a stall in the washroom, put the money in the right front pocket of my 

jeans and stuck the gun, a Glock ISSC M22 about 7 inches long and heavy enough at 21 ounces to have 

a barely noticeable kick, under my belt at the back where it was covered by my coat and the tail of my 

shirt. 

 

 I tried to spend the rest of the wait for my bus to Montreal in the terminal coffee shop and the 

music they were playing damn near terminated me. Some fucking folk singer covering the fucking 

Beatles---in my experience any place that books a folk singer is best off doing it for a night they know 

there'll be no one there anyway, that way they won't lose any customers---either one would be bad 

enough on its own. The combination made me want to stick my headphones on to rinse my ears out 

with some old John Prine but I was too jumpy and besides I didn't have any fucking headphones---I 

needed to find a Walmart or something where I could pick up an iPod with wi-fi capability to access the 

maps and music and such I had stored in clouds and Dropbox accounts. 

 

 So I got a taxi to take me to a Walmart, found an iPod, and got another taxi to drop me at a coffee 

shop with wifi access close to the bus station. By the time I had to leave to catch the bus I had figured 

out that the place I had to be was off Rue Notre Dame and found good routes from the Montreal 

terminal to my hotel and from my hotel to Notre Dame. 

 

*** 

 So there I was in the Arsenal Montreal, used to be a shipyard according to the websites I found 
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when I was looking it up and standing inside it I could believe that. It was all cavernous and grey, built 

of steel and bare concrete blocks. There was some drywall hung, and painted white, but it got nowhere 

near the ceilings. It was a fucking art gallery, with some foreign show in it called Like Thunder Out Of 

China. 

 

 And I was about to be the bull in the china shop. 

 

 Some bull I was---more like a little red heifer. I had the red wig on, and some strategic freckles, 

tights under a loose dark green skirt, and some packing tape wrapped around my torso under my falsies 

to pinch my pecs together to give just a hint of cleavage where the top button of the white blouse was, 

and carrying the Glock in a green leather purse. 

 

 I wasn't completely sure how I was getting out, but there were enough nearly vacant lots nearby 

that I figured I could make it back over to Notre Dame quick and pick my direction from there to 

disappear into the city, find a Metro stop and get back to my hotel without much trouble. 

 

 So it was time to do it. My first hit. The target was just on the other side of a huge, nude mirrored 

bust of a woman with her tongue stuck out. Between it and me were a group of about ten people. One 

of them, a big bald guy, was pointing and saying, "The nipples are as big as your head, Mike! The thing 

looks like it should be a fancy coffee maker---the brew'd come streaming out of them...she's the latte 

doll!" 

 

 I near spit at the pun, but kept my focus. I was almost even with them, had my hand on the 

Mosquito .22 in the green canvas purse I was carrying and about to swing around the statue when one 
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of them, dark haired, wearing big plastic jewelry and carrying a powder blue purse that matched her 

shoes spun in a circle saying, "Andy! Michael, did you hear what Andy said about her nipples? They're 

as big as your head, Michael!"  

 

 She lost her balance as she finished the turn and stumbled into me, knocked me against one of the 

nipples. I dropped the purse and the gun in my right hand clanged against the bust of the bust just as my 

target looked toward me. His eyes went wide and white, and then he ran. Fast fucker. If I was going to 

catch him---. 

 

 "You okay," someone asked me? It was the bald guy putting his hand on my shoulder, starting to 

help me up. "Sorry about that," he added. "Its my birthday and we're a little exuberant." 

 

 Fuck did I care about birthdays? Didn't even know my own. My target was gone and I'd have to 

spend at least another night in the city tracking him down again. So I raised the .22  as I turned and shot 

him twice in the left eye and walked out to start the hunt again as he fell dead against his latte doll.  

 

 Fuck do I care about birthdays? Fuck the fuck do I care about birthdays? Fuck. But hey I had one 

now, didn't I? And just like anyone else's too---because we're all of us born of another's blood and pain. 


